Hello,

I want to personally welcome you and thank you for visiting Data360.

Data360 is here to help people find and share data. The site has been called a “collaborative trend tracking tool,” “a wiki for data” and “a data dashboard for a democratic society.” What I know for certain is that Data360 is the result of the passion I have for data which is truthful and well-presented. Data360 (www.data360.org) is a non-partisan organization; however, we are giving away subdomains (ie neworg.data360.org) where anyone can store and share their data, whether partisan or non-partisan.

The following pages are a highly summarized explanation of how the site works. Please email or call us if you have questions.

Sincerely,

Tom Paper
Webster Systems dba Data360
tom@data360.org 1-415-699-5330
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Data360 Intro For Website
This is the actual data that roughly corresponds with the information presented on the previous page. The point is that oil prices, when measured on a cpi-adjusted basis, were actually higher in the early 1980's than they are in 2006. Data360 allows anyone to normalize their data and perform similar analyses.